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Abstract
Background Public health interventions are
increasingly being recognised as complex and context
dependent. Related to this is the need for a systemic
and dynamic conception of interventions that raises
the question of delineating the scope and contours of
interventions in complex systems. This means identifying
which elements belong to the intervention (and therefore
participate in its effects and can be transferred), which
ones belong to the context and interact with the former
to influence results (and therefore must be taken into
account when transferring the intervention) and which
contextual elements are irrelevant to the intervention.
Discussion This paper, from which derives criteria
based on a network framework, operationalises how
the context and intervention systems interact and
identify what needs to be replicated as interventions
are implemented in different contexts. Representing
interventions as networks (composed of human and
non-human entities), we introduce the idea that the
density of interconnections among the various entities
provides a criterion for distinguishing core intervention
from intervention context without disconnecting the two
systems. This differentiates endogenous and exogenous
intervention contexts and the mediators that connect
them, which form the fuzzy and constantly changing
intervention/context interface.
Conclusion We propose that a network framework
representing intervention/context systems constitutes
a promising approach for deriving empirical criteria to
delineate the scope and contour of what is replicable
in an intervention. This approach should allow better
identification and description of the entities that have to
be transferred to ensure the potential effectiveness of an
intervention in a specific context.

Public health interventions in the form of policies and programmes are designed to modify the
distribution of health determinants in a population.1 Shiell et al2 proposed a systemic approach to
dealing with the complexity of such interventions.
According to them, an intervention can be represented as a series of inter-related events occurring
within a broader system that they are in constant
interaction with. Intervention effects are thus modulated—attenuated or amplified—by the characteristics and dynamic evolution of the system (context)
in which it is implemented.3 The observed effects
are therefore attributable to the specific characteristics of the intervention and are influenced by the

implementation context. In addition, interventions
are adaptive, so they evolve as a result of transformations in context.4
This intervention/context dependency raises
the issue of distinguishing between what belongs
solely to the intervention—and can be transferred
to other contexts—and what belongs to the implementation context. This distinction is important for
programme evaluation purposes. First, since adaptive interventions are dynamic and changing, their
evaluation must take these changes into account in
the longitudinal perspective of implementation.4
Second, intervention effects are the product of
‘intervention by context’ interactions,5 6 and evaluation must therefore open up the intervention
‘black box’ to understand which elements of the
intervention interacted (and how they interacted)
with which elements of the context in order to
produce observed effects. Based on Hawe et al’s3
proposition that interventions are related events in
a system and on the Bilodeau and Potvin sociotechnical networks representation of the intervention,
this paper further operationalises a network-based
representation of population health interventions
and proposes criteria for distinguishing what needs
to be replicated as interventions are transferred.

Fuzzy boundary of intervention and
context

There is a consensus that the content of public
health interventions constitutes the aspects that
must be preserved when interventions are transposed to another context. However, the conceptual
and methodological ambiguities concerning constitutive intervention elements persist. The notion of
key function is used to refer to a set of functions
and processes designed to facilitate organisational/
structural changes.7 This concept is fairly close to
the notion of an active ingredient in that it mainly
refers to the theory of change process.8 The notion
of a core element adds the implementation features
of the intervention to this theoretical dimension.9
Finally, the broader notion of the component
proposed by the UK Medical Research Council10
integrates all of these definitions. It designates
various human and non-human entities that variously influence the intervention outcomes, which
can be aggregated, and that produce emerging
properties that cannot be reduced to their individual parts.11 Human entities are the intervention staff, participants, decision makers and other
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relevant human beings, whereas non-human entities are the
financial resources, scientific knowledge and material, symbolic
procedural artefacts constitutive of complex interventions.
Although the importance of context has been extensively
discussed in the public health literature, its description in a robust
and dynamic way remains rare.12 Most importantly, the ways in
which interacts with an intervention has rarely been operationalised. However, taking the context into account cannot simply
be limited to a description of the intervention beneficiaries’
characteristics, the intervention time periods or the intervention
location (eg, school, socioeconomic status of the inhabitants of
the residential area or local urban facilities).12 13 Poland et al14
defined context as the spatial and temporal conjunction of social
events, individuals and social interactions, which generate causal
mechanisms that interact with the intervention and can modify
the intervention effects.
A recent review of the literature on context15 revealed that
context is characterised as ‘complex and dynamic, constantly
changing, and rarely straightforward’. Context was perceived as
a ‘physical element or a non-physical construct existing within
complex multilayered systems (…) and interacting not only
with each other, but also with a broader environment, usually
in non-linear ways’. The authors further emphasised that the
interface or boundary between these elements is dynamic and
fuzzy, reflecting the ‘subjectivity of context, subjectivity not only
related to individuals or entities, but also to the objects considered, in this case the intervention’.
Context can therefore be defined as:
A set of characteristics and circumstances that consist of active and
unique factors that surround the implementation effort. As such,
some attributes of context can be modified to make them an active
component of the intervention to enhance implementation and
effectiveness. It is therefore not a backdrop for implementation
but interacts, influences, modifies and facilitates or constrains
the intervention and the implementation effort. (…) Context is
much more versatile, embracing not only the setting but also roles,
interactions and relationships.15

Reiterating the major role of interactions and relationships to
defining the context, Rod et al16 specified how effective public
health interventions reconfigure social relationships. According
to them, an effective intervention changes its context, which
in turn transforms the intervention. Accordingly, the authors
proposed the ‘spirit of intervention’ concept to define the
dimensions of an intervention that make it socially effective.

The key question: how to distinguish the
intervention from its context?

Considering the adaptive and interactive dimensions of interventions in context, the literature invites us to understand the whole
system instead of decomposing it into its individual components.3 7 17 Some authors use the network metaphor to define
an intervention as a system. Hawe et al associated such a system
to an evolving network of person–time–place interactions that
changes relationships, displaces existing activities and redistributes and transforms resources.3 They consider that an intervention might be best thought of as a time limited series of events,
new activity settings and technologies that have the potential
to transform the system because of their interaction with the
context and the capability created from this interaction. Such
approach implies ‘to studying and understanding the context
and specifically, to draw attention to the networks of social relationships that make up the system, the variety of roles that exist
or can be created within those networks, the status conferred on
2

those roles, the symbolism, and the meaning that different actors
draw from the intervention event’.3 To illustrate their theoretical
approach, Hawe et al operationalised how an intervention can
transform the structure of the network of people in a community
agency through the creation of new events and activities using
social network analysis. However, their representation focus on
social relationship and did not allow to distinguish intervention
and context.
In their adaptation of the actor–network theory,17 Bilodeau
and Potvin explained why interventions can be conceived as
sociotechnical networks in which the differentiation between
human and non-human, social and technical and individual and
collective is irrelevant. Such an approach implies to focus on the
connections between the various entities that compose the intervention and its context, their mutual influence and the evolution
of the network they form. In line with Hawe et al3 and with
Bilodeau and Potvin,17 we suggest that representing an intervention as a network composed of human and non-human entities
provides an operational criterion to distinguish entities belonging
to the intervention, to those belonging to the context as well as
the interface between the two (see figure 1). Such model requires
prior characterisation of the identity and roles of each entities
and of their interconnections. This leads us to thus distinguish
between an endogenous and an exogenous intervention context
and the mediators that form the fuzzy and constantly changing
interface between the two.
►► The endogenous context is constituted of entities that are
inter-related through dense and stable connections that form
the core of the network.
►► The exogenous context is composed of entities that exhibit
lower density connections and that are not directly connected
with the endogenous context. These exogenous contextual
entities can potentially become connected to the endogenous
context through their connections with mediators.
►► Entities at the periphery of the endogenous contextual
intervention network are the mediators through which the
intervention is implemented in the context. They are ultimately connected with the entities in the exogenous context.
Conversely, they also act as conduits through which the
exogenous context interacts with the intervention’s endogenous context. They compose a constantly changing and
fuzzy border between an intervention and its context.
To illustrate this model, we propose the example of a
nutrition education programme4 (Box 1 and figure 2) in
which the nutritionist, knowledge and recipes are closely
connected and participate to the core of the intervention’s endogenous context. The community development
workers are less connected to the rest of the core of the
intervention’s endogenous context and constitute entities of
the exogenous context. The teachers form an interface between
the endogenous and exogenous contexts (educational institution). They are mediators.
This model accounts for the context/intervention interconnections. Using the density of interconnections as a criterion,
it provides an empirical approach to distinguishing between the
entities that can be considered intervention specific and those
that belong to the context without disconnecting the two. It
could lead to an improvement in the transferability of public
health interventions by identifying which core entities and interactions to foster when implementing an intervention that has
previously been evaluated in another context. If we consider
the example of the Petits cuistots–Parents en réseaux (PC–PR)
programme (figure 2), the link between knowledge and the
participating pupils seems to be important. Thus, in a transfer
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Figure 1 Graphic representation of the intervention/context system. The black squares characterise the entities specific to the endogenous context.
The grey squares represent entities that connect the intervention’s endogenous and exogenous contexts and allow interactions between the two.
The white squares represent entities that the intervention’s endogenous context is not directly connected with (exogenous context). The number of
interconnections between entities characterises a network density, whereas the strength of the various connections is characterised by the thickness
of the lines that connect entities.
process, attention should be paid to the way in which knowledge
is appropriated by the students and particularly to the nutritionist’s skills in providing this knowledge and their capacity to
interact with the students. By contrast, if extracurricular activities were identified as not fundamental, they could potentially be
removed if there are less financial and human resources. Finally,

Box 1 Application of the model to the Petits cuistots–
parents en réseaux (PC–PR) programme
After identifying all the programme entities mentioned in the
article, we elaborated a matrix based on all the interactions
described. The network representation in figure 2 was created
using the UCINET 6 software. It illustrates three key propositions
stemming from our proposed model.
First, some entities are clearly more interconnected than
others (at the periphery) and are characterised here as the
programme’s endogenous context.
Second, the sociotechnical network of the Petits cuistotsParents en réseaux (PC–PR) programme shows that the
endogenous context connects human (nutritionist, students,
teachers and parents) and non-human entities (recipes,
knowledge, know-how, food, tasting samples and cooking
utensils).
Third, the components at the periphery are the mediators and
link the programme’s endogenous context with its exogenous
context. For example, the preparatory exercises link the PC–PR
programme with the overall educational programme, which is
part of the exogenous context. In addition, parents can also act
as linking the PC–PR programme with other family members.

such a model allows to better identify which transformations
(integration or deletion of an entity or interaction) impacted
the results of the intervention during its transfer (ie, its failure,
strengthened success or unanticipated consequences).
This model constitutes a hypothesis for operationalisation of
a systemic approach to intervention complexity in a perspective of intervention transfers. Empirical research is needed
to validate and to define the dynamic properties of the interface between the interventions’ endogenous and exogenous
contexts. In view of the changing nature of systems, research
is also needed to investigate the transformation of intervention
systems over time or when the intervention is implemented in
another context.

Conclusion

One of the challenges faced by public health research is
informing actors and decision makers about the mechanisms
underlying intervention effectiveness and the way in which
an intervention can be adapted and transferred to another
context. It is therefore essential to try to distinguish the entities that are specific to the intervention from those that are
related to its context. We propose that a network framework
representing intervention/context systems constitutes a promising approach to deriving empirical criteria that delineate the
scope and contour of what is replicable. It is important now
to conduct further research on theoretical and methodological
developments and to validate this model through empirical
studies. This approach should allow a better identification and
description of the entities that have to be transferred to ensure
the potential effectiveness of an intervention in a specific
context.
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Figure 2 This example illustrates the model through the mapping of the components of the Petits cuistots–parents en réseaux (PC–PR) programme
as presented in an implementation evaluation study of this programme.4
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What is already known on this subject
►► The observed effects of an intervention are attributable to the
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specific characteristics of the intervention and are influenced
by the implementation context.
►► This intervention/context dependency raises the issue
of distinguishing between what belongs solely to the
intervention—and can be transferred to other contexts—and
what belongs to the implementation context.
►► Representations of the network metaphor can be used
to define an intervention as a system. However, its
operationalisation still focus on social relationship and did
not allow to distinguish intervention and context.
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the fuzzy and constantly changing interface between these
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nesting of intervention within context without disconnecting
the two.
►► It helps identify which core entities and interactions to foster
when transferring an intervention that has previously been
evaluated in another context.
►► It allows to identify which transformations (integration or
deletion of an entity or interaction) impacted the results of
the intervention during its transfer.
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